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Variations of HDO and H2180 concentrations are observed in precipitation both on a
geographical and on a temporal basis. These variations, resulting from successive isotopic
fractionation processes at each phase change of water during its atmospheric cycle, are well
documented through the IAEA/WMO network and other sources. Isotope concentrations
are, in middle and high latitudes, linearly related to the annual mean temperature at the
precipitation site. Paleoclimatologists have used this relationship to infer paleotemperatures
from isotope paleodata extractable from ice cores, deep groundwater and other such
sources. For this application to be valid, however, the spatial relationship must also hold in
time at a given location as the location undergoes a series of climatic changes. Progress in
water isotope modeling aimed at examining and evaluating this assumption has been
recently reviewed (Jouzel et al., 1997) with a focus on polar regions and, more specifically,
on Greenland. This article was !-,,'gely based on the results obtained using the isotopic
version of the NASA/GISS Atmospheric General Circulation Model (AGCM) fitted with
isotope tracer diagnostics. We extend this review in comparing the results of two different
isotopic AGCMs (NASA/GISS and ECHAM) and in examining, with a more global
perspective, the validity of the above assumption, i.e. the equivalence of the spatial and
temporal isotope-temperature relationship. We also examine recent progress made in
modeling the relationship between the conditions prevailing in moisture source regions for
precipitation and the deuterium-excess of that precipitation.
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1. Introduction
The validity of using the isotopic composition of paleowater (e.g., from deep ice cores or
lake sediments) for inferring paleotemperatures has been reviewed in recent articles
principally focusing on Greenland ice core data (Jouzel et al., 1997 and 1998). In the
standard reconstruction approach, the linear spatial relationship (_5 = a Ts+b) between the
surface temperature, Ts, and the isotopic content of the precipitation (SD or 8180 expressed
in per mill with respect to V.SMOW, the Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (Craig,
1961)) is assumed to hold at a single geographic point as it experiences a sequence of
climatic changes over time. The isotope paleothermometer thus employs a so-called
"modem analogue method" similar to that adopted in most other paleoclimate
reconstruction. However, the assumption that the present-day spatial slope ("a" in the
equation above) serves as a reliable surrogate for the more relevant "temporal" slope is now
being challenged, particularly for Greenland where independent long term (glacial-
interglacial) estimates of temporal slopes appear considerably lower than the observed
present-day spatial slopes.
In the present review article, we extend the discussions of Jouzel et al. (1997, 1998) by
examining the performances of two different isotopic GCMs (NASA/GISS New York and
ECHAM Hamburg) and by accounting for several recent experiments (Armengaud et al.,
1998, Hoffmann et al, 1998 and in press; Wemer et al., 1998; Cole et al., in press). These
isotopic GCMs are particularly useful since they allow, by simulating different climatic
periods, a direct comparison between spatial and temporal tS/Ts relationships. Results from
present-day, LGM (Last Glacial Maximum at 21 kyr BP), mid-Holocene (6 kyr BP) and 2
* CO2 experiments will be discussed. We also consider some aspects linked with the
climatic information contained in the deuterium excess parameter, d ,= 8D - 8 * 8180.
2. Estimates of Temporal &q's Relationships.
The present-day spatial 8180/Ts relationship is well documented worldwide, with slopes
ranging from - 1.1%d°C in high-latitude areas to virtually zero in tropical regions, where
_i180 is more strongly correlated to the amount of precipitation. Unfortunately (Rozanski et
al., 1992), the temporal _i180/Ts slope cannot be similarly well-characterized due to a
paucity of relevant data estimating the temporal slope requires records of both surface
temperature and isotope concentration in precipitation that span a long period of time at the
same site. Still, some estimates are possible. Through the IAEA/WMO network initiated in
1961, about three decades of data are available for a number of sites, most of them situated
in Europe. Using these data, Rozanski et al. (1992) noted that decadal-scale changes of
_5180 content in precipitation over Europe closely follow decadai-scale changes of surface
air temperature,thus confirming that isotope records convey information on past
temperaturechanges.The average5180/Ts temporal relationship inferred from these data
was about 0.6%d°C, which is close to the spatial slope observed for European stations in
the IAEA/WMO network (IAEA, 1992).
In polar regions (Jouzel et al., 1997), five different approaches, relevant to a wide range of
time scales, have been employed to estimate past temperatures for independent validation of
the isotope thermometer: (1) use of temperatures recorded in the vicinity of the isotope
sampling site (if not at the site itself) to extend the comparison over the period of
instrumental observations; (2) use of Automatic Weather Stations (AWS) and satellite
microwave brightness temperatures in conjunction with high resolution isotope profiles
(this approach was employed at the GISP2 site for 1987 - 1990); (3) analysis of the
changing percentage of melt layers in ice cores to give estimates of shifts in summer
temperatures during various periods of the Holocene; (4) estimation of paleotemperatures
over a wide range of timescales (centuries to tens of millennia) from bore hole temperature
profiles; and (5) analysis of the temperature-dependent change in snow accumulation at a
given location. Various studies employing these approaches provide compelling evidence
that the temporal slope in Greenland tends to be lower than the present-day spatial slope (see
Jouzel et al., 1997, and references therein). The temporal slope appears consistently closer
to the spatial slope during recent times, i.e. during the Holocene period, than it does for the
glacial/interglacial timescale. For this latter timescale, the difference between the spatial and
temporal slopes can reach a factor of two or more, at least over Greenland, as independently
shown by Cuffey et al. (1995), Johnsen et al. (1995) and recently by Dahl-Jensen et.al.
from paleothermometry information retrieved from the GISP2 and GRIP cores,
respectively. They estimated a value of ~0.3 %d°C for the LGM/present-day temporal
slope, whereas the observed present-day spatial slope over Greenland is 0.67 %d°C which
has been recently confirmed in applying an inverse Monte-Carlo method (Dahl-Jensen et
al., 1998). Unfortunately, the same method is not applicable for the comparable short and
rapid Dansgaard-Oeschger events since the temperature signal they most probably
imprinted on the ice is already diffused out. For such rapid events, no direct temperature
reconstruction from bore hole temperatures is available but there is some hope to estimate
temperature changes in applying the paleothermometry method recently developed by
Severinghaus et al. (1998).
In mid-latitudes, the temporal slopes for the glacial/interglacial timescale can be estimated
from paleo-groundwater, with the noble gas content of such groundwater providing the
necessary temperature data. Such a study conducted in the Great Hungarian Plain led to an
estimate of the of 0.59 %d°C, which is similar to the present-day spatial slope in Europe.
The glacial/interglacial temporal slope obtained from some other aquifers, however, is
lower,with valuesof around0.3- 0.4%d°Cin EnglandandGermany(seeRozanskiet al.,
1992). The information contained in North American paleogroundwateris more
ambiguous.They may beeitherisotopicallylighteror heavierthanHolocenegroundwater,
dependingon the areaconsidered(Phillips et al., 1986;Stuteet al., 1992;Plummer, 1993;
Dutton, 1995),thoughtheestimatedLast GlacialMaximum temperaturesareconsistently
cooler.
3. Use of Simple Rayleigh-Type Models
Different types of models have been developed to understand the water isotope cycle.
Rayleigh-type distillation models are the simplest ones. They are useful because they
include the main physical controls over the global distributions of tSD and 8180 in
precipitation yet are simple enough for comprehensive analyses and efficient first-order
sensitivity studies. Briefly, a Rayleigh distillation model (Dansgaard, 1964) computes the
isotopic content of an idealized, isolated air parcel traveling from an oceanic source towards
a region where condensation and thaally precipitation takes place. Condensate forms in
isotopic equilibrium with the surrounding vapor and is removed immediately from the
parcel. Under this framework, the isotope content of the precipitation is a unique function of
the initial masses of isotope and water vapor within the air parcel, of the water vapor mass
remaining when the precipitation forms, and of the assumed temperature-dependent
fractionation coefficients. The water masses can themselves be characterized in terms of
ambient temperatures and vapor pressures.
Rayleigh-type distillation models successfully reproduce the main characteristics of the
global water isotope cycle, in particular the observed seasonal and spatial variations, the
observed relationships with local temperature, and the strong link between 8D and 8180
(Craig, 1961; Dansgaard, 1964; Friedman et al., 1964). These models work particularly
well in middle and high latitudes where precipitation generation is not dominated by large
convective systems. Their ability to simulate the present-day temperature/isotope
relationships correctly in these regions was, in fact, a major justification for the assumed
equivalence between temporal and spatial 8/Ts slopes. Enhancements of Rayleigh-type
models include the estimation of initial isotope concentrations in vapor from sea surface
conditions (Merlivat and Jouzel, 1979) and a treatment of kinetic fractionation processes
during snow formation (Jouzel and Merlivat, 1984; Ciais and Jouzel, 1994). They show
how sea surface temperature, Tw, and the temperature of formation of the precipitation, T c,
combine to influence the isotopic content of a precipitation. For example, Aristarain et al.
(1986) showed that for Antarctic snow A5180 can be equated, over a large range of snow
formation temperature, to 1.1 ATc - 0.55 ATw, where A represents a difference between
two climates.
Thisequationimpliesthattheconstancyof theevaporativesourceis a prerequisitefor using
thespatial8/Tsslopeasa surrogatefor thetemporalslope.Indeed,anequal,simultaneous
changeof thetemperaturesin thesourceregionandattheprecipitationsitewould result in a
temporalslopethatis lower thanthespatialslopeby a factor of about2 (Aristarain et al.,
1986;Boyle, 1997).The possibleeffectsof sourcetemperaturevariationon the temporal
slopehave beenconsideredin variousstudies(Siegenthalerand Matter, 1983; Grootes,
1993,Jouzelet al., 1997).Boyle (! 997) recentlysuggestedthat the discrepancybetween
centralGreenlandboreholetemperatureandtheisotopiccompositionof LGM ice canbe
explainedby cooler tropical temperatures during the LGM. This author assumes that the
spatial 8180/Ts slope is time-invariant and that the intercept varies with tropical
temperatures and global isotope composition. The assumption that tropical ocean
temperatures were 5°C cooler than they are at present (see Boyle, 1997 and references
herein) leads to an apparent temporal 8180/Ts slope of 0.37 %d°C, which is close to that
derived from bore hole paleothermometry.
In the real and very complex world, however, many other explanations for the difference
between the temporal and spatial slopes are viable, and simple Rayleigh-type models cannot
address all of these explanations. In Antarctica, for example, observations and simple
models agree only with respect to the temperature of precipitation formation, which is
roughly the temperature just above the inversion layer (Robin, 1977), a temperature much
wanner than the surface temperature. A change in the strength of the inversion layer
between climates, a change difficult to predict with a simple Rayleigh-type model, can have
a significant impact on the temporal slope. In addition, a simple Rayleigh-type model cannot
properly account for the complexity of dynamical and microphysical processes leading to
the formation of individual precipitation events, or for the changes in ocean surface
characteristics, in surface topography and in atmospheric circulation associated with
important climatic changes. In the light of these deficiencies, the physics of water isotope
fractionations have been incorporated into atmospheric GCMs, as discussed in the next
section.
4. Use of Isotopic GCMs for Present-Day Climate
An isotopic GCM is essentially an atmospheric GCM fitted with special tracer diagnostics
that follow HDO and H2180 tracers through every stage of the water cycle. Equilibrium
and kinetic fractionation processes are accounted for at every change of phase (surface
evaporation, atmospheric condensation, and reevaporation of precipitation). Joussaume et al.
(1984) pioneered the approach, simulating global fields of isotope concentration for present-
day January climate using a low-zzsolution version of the GCM of the Laboratoire de
M6t6orologie Dynamique (LMD/Paris). Jouzel et al. (1987) generated a full annual cycle of
isotope fields with the 8 ° * 10° NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) GCM
andstudiedthe sensitivityof the modelresultsto variousparameterizations(Jouzelet al.,
1991).Both theLMD andtheGISS isotopicGCMs havesincebeenrun at higher spatial
resolutions(Joussaumeand Jouzel,1993;Charleset al., 1994, 1995, Andersen, 1997).
Water isotopeshave more recentlybeenincorporatedinto two different versionsof the
ECHAM GCM (HoffmannandHeimann,1993,1997,Hoffmannet al., 1998a; Wemer et
al., 1998),andinto the GENESIS GCM, which wasdevelopedat the NationalCenterfor
AtmosphericResearchin the U.S. (Matthieuet al., submitted).We will discusshere in
somemore detail the resultsof the GISS (8° * 10° version) and the ECHAM (T42
resolutioncorrespondingto 2.80*2.8°) model.
As discussedin Jouzelet al. (1987), Joussaumeand Jouzel (1993)and Hoffmann et al.
(1998a),thesemodelsreproducewell themain characteristicsof waterisotopedistributions
in present-dayprecipitation.The :aodels realisticallysimulatethe decreaseof 8180 in
higherlatitudes,the lack of a latitudinalgradientin thetropics,andtheland-seacontrastin
isotopeconcentrations,among other features.Although the different models use quite
differentphysicalparameterizationsandnumericalschemesto describethe global climate,
obviouslytheycapturethemaincharacteristicsof theglobalcycleof thewater isotopes.We
illustrate the striking correspondencebetween the GISS and ECHAM models by
comparingthe simulatedzonalmeansof 8180 (seeFigure la). Only at high northern
latitudesandinparticularovertheArcticoceandoestheGISS modelpredictaprecipitation
up to 8%omore depletedthan the ECHAM model. This differencecan only partly be
attributedto the 4 to 6°C colder temperaturessimulatedthereby the GISS model and,
therefore,is notcompletelyunderstood.
Here Figure 1 :
Figure 1: Zonal mean of (a) 8180 in precipitation (control run), (b) the seasonal gradient in
%o/°C (i.e. the slope of the 8180 /Temperature relation for the mean 12 months of the
control run), (c) the difference of the annual 8180 between the LGM (corrected for a
supposed 1.6 %o enrichment of the glacial ocean) and the Control simulation and (d) the
temporal (LGM-Control) gradient.
At the regional level, a recent simulation performed by Werner et al. (1998) has clearly
shown that the quality of an isotopic GCM in terms of its ability to simulate correctly the
observed isotopic distribution can be excellent when using a high resolution. A prerequisite
for this is a good simulation of the region's climate characteristics. This is illustrated in
Figure 2, in which the observed and simulated 8180-Ts distributions over Greenland are
compared.
Here Figure 2.
Figure 2 : Spatial linear relationship between 8 and surface temperature on the Greenland
ice sheet (Dansgaard slope), a) observations, b) model results (from Werner et al., 1998).
In addition to the long-term temporal 8180-Ts relationship (see section 5), one can define a
modem seasonal isotope-temper:_ture gradient. In Figure lb, using the 12 long-term
monthly means of 8180 and T s, we calculated for each grid a 8180-Ts slope. This
'seasonal' slope is typically about a factor of 2 weaker than the spatial slope in the respective
regions. This is mainly due to seasonal changes in the characteristics of the vapor source
that strongly diminish the seasonal relationship compared to the spatial or the long-term
(interannual) temporal gradient (Siegenthaler and Matter, 1983 ; Aristarain et al. 1986). Over
land, both models simulate realistically a seasonal gradient between 0.2 and 0.6 %d°C, with
higher values in the interior of the continents (see the maxima at 50°N in Fig. lb where the
northern hemisphere's land masses are largest). Continental re-evaporation seems to
amplify the isotope response to local temperatures. Because the isotopic composition of
water remains unchanged in both models during re-evaporation, a strong contribution of
recycled water to local rainfall (usually during summer, see Koster et al., 1993) enriches
isotopically the subsequent precipitation and thus amplifies the seasonal amplitude of the
water isotopes. However, Figure lb demonstrates differences between the models, too. The
ECHAM produces systematically higher seasonal gradients most probably due to
differences in the model's land sut.'ace schemes and/or the seasonal vapor transport.
Long simulations (10 years or more), using observed sea surface temperatures from the
recent period as boundary conditions, have recently been analyzed (Hoffmann et al., 1998a ;
Cole et al., in press). These simulations capture the weak correlation between the isotopic
signal and the temperature but differ with respect to the observed anticorrelation with
precipitation amount, which seems overestimated by Cole et al. (submitted). These authors
have indeed identified the changes in the amount of precipitation and in the contributions of
local and nearby sources as the most important determinants of simulated interannual
isotopic changes. As previously examined by Cole (1993), the simulation of Hoffmann et
al. (1998 a) demonstrates that the strongest interannual climate anomaly, the E1 Nino
Southern Oscillation, imprints a strong signal on water isotopes. This makes the water
isotopes a good candidate for long term reconstruction of the ENSO phenomenon given
that suitable archives, which conserve the isotopes in seasonal resolution, can be found.
5. Simulated present-day / glacial temporal isotope/temperature relationships
Although certain model weaknesses in Figures l a and lb can be identified, the present-day
performances of the models are adequate enough to justify simulations of isotope behavior
in alternative climates with the goal of improving interpretations of isotope paleodata. The
application of the isotopic GCM toward this goal is straightforward. In a simulation of the
present-dayclimate, theambientenvironmentalconditions (e.g.,temperatures)in a region
of interestandthe isotopeconcentrationsin precipitationor vaportherearecarefullynoted.
Additional climates are then simulated(through modification of solar forcing, surface
boundaryconditions,etc.) in separatenumericalexperiments,and the samevariablesare
recordedagainfor eachclimate.The In-stclimatemodeledfor this analysis(otherthanthe
present-dayclimate)is thatof theLast GlacialMaximum (Joussaumeand Jouzel, 1993;
Jouzelet al., 1994 ; Charleset al., 1994, 1995; Hoffmann et al., 1997). The LGM is
particularlyrelevantfor severalreasons: (a) the glacialclimateis very different from the
currentclimate;(b) theLGM boundaryconditionsareadequatelyknown (CLIMAP, 1981);
and(c) isotopepaleodata reavaihblefor this periodin bothpolarand temperateregions,
allowing partial validation of model results. Comparisons with available paieodata
(Joussaumeand Jouzel,1993,Jouzelet al., 1994, Hoffmann et al., 1997) suggestthat
GCMsreproduceLGM isotopeconcentrationsreasonablywell.
Figure3 showsthe_5180anomaliessimulatedby theGISSandtheECHAM modelfor the
LGM period. Although the basic featuresof both simulationsare the same (a strong
isotopicdepletionin high latitudesdueto thecontinentalicemasses,the largerseaiceextent
andthe southwardshift of theoceanicpolar front asprescribedby the CLIMAP dataset),
someinterestingdifferencescanbestated,presumablycausedby slightly different imposed
boundaryconditions.For example,the GISS simulationusedthe icesheetreconstruction
devisedby (1976, 1981)while theECHAM simulationuseda more recentonedevisedby
Tushingham and Peltie_(1991). In this new reconstruction,the Laurentide icesheetis
prescribedabout1km lower thanbeforeandtheremainingicemassis distributedonWest
AntarcticaandGreenland,which onethusassumedto beconsiderablyhigherthanbefore.
In theseregions,themodificationof the orographyin the new reconstructionproducesa
stronger rainout of air masses and, consequently,more depleted precipitation. A
comparisonwith theobservedisotopesignalof the correspondingice coresfrom Central
GreenlandandWest Antarcticaleadsus to theconclusionthat the isotopemodels do not
supportthenew icesheetreconstruction.In fact, thisreconstructionwas alreadycriticized
for otherreasons(Edwards,1995).
Here Figure 3
Figure 3: Difference of annual mean _5180 in precipitation between LGM and Control for
the GISS and the ECHAM.
A further difference between the two LGM runs is seen in the generally higher _5-values
produced by the ECHAM model in the tropics and subtropics (about 1%_ in the zonal mean,
see Fig.lc). The ECHAM model is generally more sensitive than the GISS model (as was
already suggested by its larger seasonal gradients) to the prescribed SST changes in the
tropics.In the ECHAM simulation,themonsooncirculationoverbothAfrica andAsia is
strongly diminished during the LGM, and the reduction of precipitation produces
considerablyhigher _5-valuesthan in the control run (up to 3.5%0)due to the isotopic
'amount effect'. In thetropicaland subtropicalPacificboth modelsreactsimilarly to the
imposedSSTchanges.Reducedtropical(-2°C) andslightly increasedsubtropical(1-2°C)
temperaturesweaken the moisture convergencein the tropics and thereforereducethe
precipitationin theITCZ, enhancingtheprecipitationin thesubtropics.The GISS and the
ECHAM models agreein their correspondingisotope changes,each producing less
depletedprecipitationin the region of the ITCZ and more depletedprecipitationin the
subtropics(seeFig.3).Sincethetwo LGM simulationsdiffer regionally,much significance
shouldbegivento thecalculatedtemporal_5/Tslopes(seeFigureld and4 aswell asTable
1) for theregionalcalibrationof thepaleothermometer.The slopesvary over thecontinents
between0.4and0.8%d°C,exceptoverEastAntarctica,wich showsgradientshigherthan
l%d°C. Again,themodelstendto simulatehighertemporalgradientsin the interiorof the
continents(seeFigure4). As for the seasonal gradient, the water isotopes in the ECHAM
model are more sensitive to temperature changes over the continental interior.
Here Figure 4
Figure 4: Slope characterizing the temporal _5180 /Ts relationship derived from LGM-
Control differences (%d°C) for the GISS and the ECHAM models. The temperature and
the _ 18 0 field have been smoothed prior to the calculation of the slope. Points are only
shown with TAnn < 15°C and A LGM-ControlT < -3°C.
Although the differences between the temporal and spatial slopes are high in some regions
(e.g., a 50% difference in West Antarctica), the overall similarity between the slopes led
Jouzel et al. (1994) to suggest that spatial slopes seem on average to be adequate surrogates
for temporal slopes. The relative differences over the ice sheets were of order 30% or less
(see Table 1). Jouzel et al. (1994) also note that, in mid- and high northern latitudes, the
GISS GCM often simulates temporal slopes that are a bit lower than the spatial slopes.
They did not, however, infer any conclusion from this bias because it was not seen in all
regions (see discussion in Jouzel et al., 1997). This is consistent with the ECHAM results
and there is, indeed, no robust tendency for lower temporal than spatial slopes in the model
experiments discussed here (In fact, in Antarctica, both models generate temporal slopes
that are slightly higher than the spatial, see Table 1). Moreover, some regions are strongly
affected by atmospheric circulation changes (e.g., in Asia, the strength of the monsoon is
reduced during the LGM). Although, for modern conditions, the isotopes are clearly
influenced by the temperature effect, circulation changes lead to a high noise level in the
relation between the isotopes and local temperatures (see the regional o values in Table 1).
A thoroughinterpretationof thewaterisotopesin suchregions,therefore,shouldtakeinto
accountlocalcirculationchangesaswell.
Regions Spatial Gradient LGM-Control Gradient
Global
m r m $
Obs. 0.58 0.9
GISS 0.59 0.96 0.51 0.34
ECHAM
N.Amer.
0.58 0.97 0.46 0.3
Obx 0.56 0.88
Gig 0.56 0.96 0.43 0.13
ECHAM
Greenl.
0.44 0.87 0.58 0.2
Obs 0.51 0.84
ObsJce 0.67 0.94
GI,_ 0.51 0.86 0.43 0.06
ECHAM 0.51
Europe
Obs 0.48
0.95 0.49 0.08
0.73
Gig 0.55 0.92 0.36 0.05
ECHAM
Asia
0.44 0.80 0.31 0.07
Obs. 0.47 0.8
GISS 0.49 0.94 0.44 O.1
ECHAM
WAnt.
Obs.
GISS
ECHAM
EAnt.
Obx
Gig
0.35
0.61
0.7
1.0
0.9
0.93
0.98
0.83
0.43
1.02
0.77
1.25
0.47
0.34
0.15
0.42
ECHAM 0.77 0.96 0.88 0.2
Tablel: List of simulated and observed spatial and temporal gradients for the 8°x10 ° GISS
model and the ECHAM3 T42 model, m denotes a gradient in %d°C, r the corresponding
correlation, o the spatial standard deviation of the corresponding quantity. For all
calculations only grid points (or stations) are considered with an annual mean temperature <
15°C. For the temporal gradient (LGM-Today), the analysis has been further limited to grid
points with a temperature change of at least -3°C. The observations are from the
IAEA/GNIP network (IAEA, 1992) and, for the Greenland ice sheet, from Johnsen et al.
(1989) and Hoffmann et al. (1998b).
6. Simulations for Warmer Climates
The advantage of using more than two climates to define the temporal slope and the interest
of examining climates similar to those that may someday prevail due to an increase in
atmospheric greenhouse gases motivated a recent 2"CO2 isotopic experiment with the
GISS 8 ° * 10 ° isotopic model (See Hansen et al., 1984 for a discussion of an analogous
simulation with the non-isotopic version of the GCM). The simulated climate in the 2"CO2
simulation is about 4 ° C warmer on average than that in the present-day simulation, with
higher temperature increases at higher latitudes. As a result, the 2"CO2 simulation produced
isotopically heavier precipitation at high latitudes. Somewhat surprisingly, though, the
simulation also produced slightly lighter precipitation in some mid-latitude areas and
consistently lighter precipitation in tropical and equatorial regions (Figure 5). In these latter
areas, 8180 in precipitation is decreased by up to 3%0 in association with the
aforementioned precipitation 'amount effect'. Some type of "compensation effect"
(decreases in tropical 8180 making up for increases in high latitude 8180) may be in
evidence here.
Here Figure 5
Figure 5: Simulated change of 8180 in precipitation (2 * CO2 minus present-day) for the
8 ° * 10 ° version of the GISS model.
Spatial and temporal slopes from all three simulated climates are compared in Figure 6. The
top part of the figure shows the spatial 8180/Ts relationships simulated over Greenland for
present-day, LGM, and 2"CO2 conditions; the spatial slopes are 0.51, 0.76, and 0.73 %d°C,
respectively. These three slopes are each higher than the temporal slopes computed with the
three climates, which range from 0.23 to 0.49 %d°C over Greenland, as shown in the lower
part of the figure (each plot in the lower part represents a single Greenland grid cell.). These
results therefore add some support to the hypothesis that the temporal slope might be
generallylower thanthemeasuredpresent-dayspatialslopeoverGreenland.Similar results
areseenover East Antarctica,contradictingthe aforementionedresultsobtainedwith the
present-dayandLGM simulationsalone.Similar resultswerealsoproducedoversome(but
notall) sectionsof northernhemisp;_erecontinents.
Here Figure 6
Figure 6: Scatter plots showing the simulated spatial _180/Ts relationships across
Greenland for the present-day, LGM, and 2 * CO2 climates (top 3 plots) and the temporal
_5180/Ts relationships at each Greenland grid cell (lower 8 plots).
Compared to the strong climatic changes (relative to present-day) associated with 2 * CO2
conditions or LGM conditions, climatic changes associated with the period around 6 ky BP
are fairly small. Nevertheless, a relatively large amount of paleo archives is available bearing
information about the isotopic composition of precipitation during this so called mid-
holocene optimum. We performed, therefore, AGCM simulations using boundary
conditions on 6 kyr BP, which simply amounted to a change in the control simulations'
assumed solar insolation. A stronger (weaker) summer (winter) insolation at low northern
latitudes was already mentione_t as a possible reason for an intensified ocean-land
temperature contrast and, consequently, for a stronger summer monsoon circulation (Prell
and Kutzbach, 1987).
The response (Figure 7) to this 'weak' forcing is indeed more ambiguous than the
previously discussed response to LGM forcing discussed before. Globally, the 5180 values
produced by the GISS model for the mid-holocene optimum never deviate more than 0.7%0
from the control run values. In regions where the temperature effect dominates, the
strongest response of the water isotopes is over the central United States and Canada, where
an enrichment of _5180 in precipitation by about 0.4-0.6%0 parallels a warming there of
between 0.5 and 1.0 °C. In low latitudes, the amplification of the hydrological cycle (mainly
the African monsoon and in the Amazon basin) leads to slightly lower _5180 due to the
amount effect, with a maximum change of -0.5%0. On the other hand, in the ECHAM
model the isotopic response is spatially very noisy, in particular in regions of sparse rainfall.
In East/_tarctica, for example, no regionally consistent response can be defined. The mid-
holocene optimum _5180 values differ from those of the control run by up to +3%0. The
stronger depletion of nearly all tropical and subtropical continental rainfall ranges from -0.5
to -2%0 caused again by the strengthening of the monsoon in Africa and Southeast Asia.
Here Figure 7
Figure 7: Differenceof the annualmean 8180 in precipitationbetweenthe Holocene
optimum (6kyr BP) and the present-dayclimate, as simulatedby the GISS and the
ECHAM models.
Although themid-holoceneoptimum resultsof both modelsshow somesimilarities,(e.g.,
the intensificationof the hydrological cycle in low latitudesand the resulting increased
isotopicdepletionin the precipitationthere),the weak changein the forcing producesan
isotopicresponsethat is more ambiguousandspatiallylesscoherentthan inducedby the
LGM boundaryconditions.Furthermore,circulationeffectsare strongly influencing the
waterisotopes.TheECHAM model,for example,simulateda warming in Siberiaof about
0.5 to 1.5 °C. Nevertheless,on]x over easternSiberiadoesthe model calculatepositive
isotope anomalies(seeFigure 7b). It is certainly necessaryto further investigatethe
deviationsfrom a linearisotope-temperature lationshipin suchregionswhereotherwise
thetemperatureffectcontrolsthe isotopiccomposition.
7. Deuterium-Excess simulations
Additional information on the water cycle can be obtained from a combination of the two
stable water isotopes, deuterium and oxygen 18 through the 'deuterium excess', d. This
parameter was def'med by Dansgaard (1964) as the deviation from the Meteoric Water Line
(Craig, 1961): d -- 8D 8 8180. The deuterium excess mainly reflects the kinetic
fractionation occurring during non-equilibrium processes such as evaporation above the
ocean surface (Merlivat and Jouzel, 1979), evaporation of liquid precipitation under the
cloud base (Stewart, 1975), and snow formation (Jouzel and Merlivat, 1984). Above the
ocean, the deuterium excess in vapor depends on surface parameters. As shown by simple
models (Merlivat and Jouzel, 1979 ; Johnsen et al., 1989), the excess in vapor above the
ocean surface increases with increasing ocean surface temperature (by about +0.35%0 per
°C) and with decreasing relative humidity ( by about -0.43%0 per %).
The fh-st deuterium-excess simulation covering a full seasonal cycle was performed with
the GISS model (Jouzel et al., 1987). The results were satisfactory as far as global mean
annual distribution is concerned. No attempt was made then, however, to compare
simulated and observed seasonal distributions of excess, which have very well defined
features. This detailed analysis has been performed for the ECHAM simulation of
Hoffmann et al., 1998. Globally, the simulated deuterium-excess agrees fairly well with
observations, showing a maximum in the interior of Asia and minima in cold marine
regions. Over Greenland, the model fails to show the observed seasonality of the excess,
but the overall quality of the model is illustrated by the comparison of the simulated and
observed deuterium excess distributions (annual mean) over Antarctica (Figure 8). One
should note here that simulating this second order parameter correctly is very difficult.
Simulateddistributionsarevery sensitive not only to the parameterization of kinetic effects
but also to the transport scheme used in the GCM (Jouzel et al., 1991) and possibly to
model resolution, as shown by a comparison between results obtained with the 8 * 10 and 4
• 5 GISS isotopic GCMs (unpublished). This difficulty in modeling deuterium-excess is
even seen in the more recent high resolution simulation of Wemer et al. (1998), which
produces much too large seasonal cycles and unrealistic negative values.
Here Figure 8 : Figure 7 of your JGR paper
Figure 8 : Deuterium excess d versus in precipitation over Antarctica versus the
corresponding _SD values simulated by the ECHAM3 T42 GCM (Hoffmann et al., 1998a)
with observations from Petit et al. (1991 )
Simple Rayleigh type models suggest that the information regarding source conditions is at
least partly preserved over the air mass trajectory (Johnsen et al., 1989 ; Petit et al., 1991 ;
Ciais et al., 1991). This is of interest for paleoclimatologists as it offers the possibility of
deriving information about climatic changes in moisture source areas from isotope
paleodata (Jouzel et al., 1982 ; Dansgaard et al., 1989 ; Vimeux et al., submitted). Indeed,
some recent results obtained with the GISS isotopic GCM support the idea that deuterium
excess values contain information on meteorological conditions at distant evaporative
sources (Armengaud et al., 1998). As part of this study, a simple isotopic model was
initialized with GCM-derived distributions of water isotopes in the vapor, an initialization
that is generally not performed correctly by simple isotopic models (Jouzel and Koster,
1996). Using this combined approach, Delmotte et al. (submitted) recently examined how
information about source regions can be derived from the seasonal distribution of the
deuterium excess (see also Ciais et al., 1995). All these experiments support the idea that
variations of the deuterium excess contain information that cannot be derived from either
_iD or iS180 alone.
8. Discussion and Conclusion
A growing body of empirical evidence suggests that long-term temporal slopes in polar
regions are consistently lower thai, spatial slopes, particularly for glacial-interglacial changes.
This evidence led Jouzel et al. (1997) to examine the influence of various climatic features on
the temporal slope. As they point out, simple isotopic models suggest one possibly important
factor, namely a simultaneous and parallel change in condensation and evaporative source
temperatures between climates (e.g., cool tropics during the LGM, as suggested by Boyle,
1997). Another potentially important factor involves the seasonality of precipitation (Robin,
1983; Steig et al., 1994). If this seasonality varies greatly between climates -- if, for example,
a region receives most of its rainfall during summer in one climate and during winter in
another-- therelevanceof thelocallyderivedspatialisotope/temperaturelationshipwould be
severelycompromised.The experimentsrecentlyperformedby Krinner et al. (1997) from
experimentsusinga GCM in which adiagnosticallows accessto the mean temperatureof
snowformationweightedbytheamountof precipitation,areinterestingin this respect.These
authorshaveshownthatthefactorof 2 observedfor Greenlandbetweenspatialand temporal
slopescouldbeexplainedin theirmodelexperimentsby changesin localclimateparameters
(largelyby seasonality)in contrasto explanationsratherreferringto changesin vapoursource
conditions(lower tropicalSSTsduringthe LGM, seeBoyle, 1997).Thosesameparameters
havepracticallynoinfluenceontheglacial-interglacialAntarcticisotopesignal,suggestingthat
the classicaluse of the spatialslopeas a surrogateof the temporalslope could be more
appropriatefor Antarctic icecoresthanfor Greenlandice cores.We should note,however,
thatCharleset al. (1994) found almostno effectof seasonalitychangeon glacial/interglacial
isotopedifferencesin Greenland.
Jouzelet al. (1997) cite datagleanedfrom isotopicGCM simulations(Jouzelet al., 1994;
Charleset al., 1994, 1995) to addressthe relative importanceof thesefactors. They offer
severalpossibleexplanationsfor why temporal slopesare lower than spatial slopesover
Greenlandandfor why thisdiscrepancyappearsespeciallylargeat theglacial/interglacialtime
scale;theseexplanationsinvolve, for example,changesin moisture origin, precipitation
seasonality,and the strengthof the inversionlayer.Despitethe many difficulties faced in
calibrating the isotope paleothermometer,which are mostly related to the unknown
quantitativeeffectsof theaforementionedenvironmentaland samplingfactors, Jouzelet al.
(1997)concludedthat theuseof a(calibrated)isotopepaleothermometerappearsjustified. The
comparisonwith theECHAM reg..titspresentedhere (seealsoHoffmann et al, 1998band
Hoffmannet al., in press),furthersupportsthisconclusionandplacesthis problem in a wider
perspective.
In additionto thecritically importantissueof infering long term (mainly glacial-interglacial)
local temperaturechangesfrompaleoarchives,we havebriefly examinedother isotopeissues
thatbenefitfrom theGCM modelingapproach.First,asillustratedthroughthecomparisonof
theECHAM andGISSmodelresultswith data,improvedisotopicGCMs (mainly Hoffmann
et al., 1998andWerneret al., 1998for theECHAM modelbut alsoAndersen,1997for the
LMD model and Mathieu et al., submittedfor the NCAR model can reproducethe main
featuresof thepresent-dayclimate'swaterisotopedistributions.Thecapacityof theseisotopic
GCMsto reproduceat leastpartof theshorttermvariability observedin isotopiccomposition
(Hoffmann et al., 1998a: Coleet al., submitted)and to relateit to climate parameters(e.g.
temperatureandprecipitationamount)is now demonstratedwith long simulationsperformed
usingobservedSSTs.Taking advantageof the taggingof sourceareasimplementedin the
GISSmodel,Coleet al. (submitte,'_stressedthe potentialimpactsof advectiveprocessesand
of associatedchangesin theoriginof precipitationon theisotopesignal.This is importantin
view of the growing interestof studiesdealing with short-termclimatic changes.In this
respect,Coleet al.(submitted)notethat this style of short-termvariability differs markedly
from thatassociated,for example,with the cooling during the last ice age.They suggesta
continuumof controlson the isotopiccontentof precipitationin which smaller, advective
temperaturechangestend to correlateweakly or not at all with the isotopic signal,wheras
periodsof globaltemperaturechangearelikely to generatean isotopicsignalmore consistent
with thestandardpaleotemperaturer lationship.
Isotopicmodelingalsoseemsverypromising for addressingthe relationshipbetweenthe
deuteriumexcessof precipitationandclimatic parameters,principally at the evaporative
source,thoughwenote thatmodel-simulatedexcessvaluesaregenerallylessaccuratethan
model-simulated8D or 8180. The relationshipestablishedwith simple Rayleightype
models(Merlivat andJouzel,1979; Johnsenet al., 1989) is confirmedby GCM studies
(Armengaudetal., 1998; Delmotteet al., submitted)which suggestthat informationabout
thecharacteristicsof sourceregionscanbeextractedfrom isotopepaleodata.
Finally, wewould like to point out thatisotopic(atmospheric)GCMs arenow beeingused
to interpret oceanicoxygen 18 data recoveredfrom the analysis of fossil carbonate.
Measurementsperformedon benthicand planktic foraminiferaand on corals allow the
inference of seawater8180 changes provided that temperature changes can be
independentlyestimated(andprovidedthatcertainspecies-dependenteffectsaretaken into
account).The 8180 contentsof deepseawater,obtainedfrom benthicforaminifera,allow
estimatesof the changein global ice volume, whereasthe interpretationof surfacedata
(plankticforaminiferaandcorals)is morecomplex.
The 8180 of seasurfacewater is, in addition,affectedby evaporationand precipitation
fluxesat theair-seainterface,aswell by continentalrunoff in coastalareasandby seaice
formation and icebergdischargein polar regions.All of theseprocessesalso affect sea
surfacesalinity (SSS),and thereJ_,as a result,a strong relationshipbetweenSSS and
8180, which canbe usedto reconstructpaleosalinities.The interpretationof the paleo-
oceanicdataassumesthatthewell documentedpresent-day8180/SSSrelationshipshold in
timethroughoutheregion,i.e.thatthespatialandtemporalslopesaresimilar (Duplessyet
al., 1991).To assessthevalidityof this assumption(seediscussionin Rohling and Bigg,
1998)variousmodelingapproachesarenow beingdevelopedthateitherlook at the ocean
surfaceusinga verysimple2-boxmodel(Juilletet al., 1997)or involve the incorporationof
water isotopecycles into a 3D oceanicmodel (Schmidt, 1998; Delaygue et al., in
preparation).One long term objective of this modeling effort (Schmidt, personal
communication)is thefull couplingof theatmosphericandoceanicisotopic models.This
representsanewandexcitingchallengefor ourscientificcommunity.
Figure captions
Figure 1: Zonal mean of (a) 8180 in precipitation (control run), (b) the seasonal gradient in
%o/°C (i.e. the slope of the 8180 /Temperature relation for the mean 12 months of the
control run), (c) the difference of the annual 8180 between the LGM (corrected for a
supposed 1.6 %o enrichment of the glacial ocean) and the Control simulation and (d) the
temporal (LGM-Control) gradient.
Figure 2: Spatial linear relationship between 8 and surface temperature on the Greenland
ice sheet (Dansgaard slope), a) observations, b) model results (from Wemer et al., 1998).
Figure 3: Difference of annual mean 818 0 in precipitation between LGM and Control for
the GISS and the ECHAM.
Figure 4: Slope characterizing the temporal 8180 /Ts relationship derived from LGM-
Control differences (%d°C) for the GISS and the ECHAM models. The temperature and
the 8180 field have been smoothed prior to the calculation of the slope. Points are only
shown with TAnn < 15°C and A LGM-ControlT < -3°C.
Figure 5: Simulated change of 8180 in precipitation (2 * CO2 minus present-day) for the
8 ° * 10 ° version of the GISS model.
Figure 6: Scatter plots showing the simulated spatial 8180/Ts relationships across
Greenland for the present-day, LGM, and 2 * CO2 climates (top 3 plots) and the temporal
8180/Ts relationships at each Greenland grid cell (lower 8 plots).
Figure 7: Difference of the annual mean 8180 in precipitation between the Holocene
optimum (6kyr BP) and the present-day climate, as simulated by the GISS and the
ECHAM models.
Figure 8: Deuterium excess d versus in precipitation over Antarctica versus the
corresponding _D values simulated by the ECHAM3 T42 GCM (Hoffmann et al., 1998a)
with observations from Petit et al. (1991 )
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